
Skagedalsvatnet 
1093 masl

Keipane
1300 masl

Skagenobba 
000 masl

Path of Discovery vof - 1384

Skageflå  
250 masl

Homlungsætra 
544 masl

Skagedalssaetra 
840 masl

We discovered that there is a part of the shoreline that even 
though is very popular between ships but still there is no spa-
ce to safely port and the crowd that gets off from these trans-
ports are too big to handle. Therefore we created a stage that 
can hold more than one boat and is letting the crowd spread 
before reaching the coastlines.

Between Skageflå and Homlungsaetra, we wolud like to draw 
attention to the view of the Seven Sisters waterfall as well as 
to the wonders of the surrounding mountain forest. We de-
signed a wooden pavilion that is hidden by climbing plants 
and we placed it on the hiking trail in the forest. It has two 
open sides that are giving a greater understanding of the 
viewpoint.

At Homlongsaetra, our path leads to a right hand turn, cont-
rary to the trail leading to Geiranger.

We didn’t want to disturb the spirit of the farms and it al-
ready has a breathtaking view but as we detected there is 
something more hiding beneath just a few meters below the 
surface. Our goal was to show this treasure which radiates a 
completely different experience but just as stunning as the 
one Skageflå presents.

We emphasized the rocky mountain peak with a wooden pil-
lar. Those hikers who made it through here can carve their 
names on its surface while enjoying the astonishing lands-
cape.

The main stop of Path of Discovery is the lake of Skagedalsvat-
net that is being surrounded by mountains. We thought that 
this location would be perfect for a friendly accomodation 
with a unique design that allows every one of the bungallows 
to have their own privacy without loosing the oppurtunity to 
enjoy the nature or to simply have a stargazing evening un-
der the beautiful nightsky. All of the buildings have a view of 
the lake and we hope that the guests can have a calming rest 
after a long day filled with hiking and exploring.


